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Leslie Rogalski creates a double 
needle weave design using seed 
beads as focal beads. 
 
Watch the video for this project online at: 
http://youtu.be/xlBdLPN2z6A 

  
For more information visit: 

 
www.beadingdaily.com 

 
For tools and supplies visit:  

 
www.beadalon.com 

 
 
 

COLOR WIRE WRAPAROUND BEAD BRACELET 
by Leslie Rogalski 

 

 
 

Use Beadalon colored wire as a design element with larger seed beads and Swarovski crystals in an easy 
crisscross stitch. Make a custom-sized wraparound cuff in no time! 
 
Beginner and up 
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Materials for a 23" bracelet (fits size 6.5 to 7.5 wrist): 
 

77 Czech size 2 seed beads, Royal Blue TR 
13 or more SWAROVSKI Caribbean Blue Opal rondelles, 8mm 
7' Beadalon .018 PINK clear color wire, 19 strand 
1 sterling 2x2mm crimp tube 
1 Beadalon toggle bar and ring set  
1 crimp cover  
Wire snips 
Crimp pliers 
Option: 1 jump ring and charm dangle (Tierra Cast wing) 
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1. String the ring toggle loop (not the bar) to the middle of the wire and bring wire ends together. 
 
2. String 1 bead on left wire. Pass right wire through bead in opposite direction. Pull bead to toggle. Repeat for a 
total section of 10 beads.  
 
3. String 1 rondelle, 1 bead, for a total of 3 rondelles.  
 
4. Repeat Steps 1 and 2,  alternating sections of 10 beads and the 3 rondelle-2 bead sections, for desired length. 
 
5. Add the bar part of the toggle: String both wires through 1 crimp tube. Pass both wires through the toggle bar 
loop and back though the crimp tube. Crimp the tube tightly using the crimp pliers.  
 
6. Snip the wire tails close to the crimped tube. Cover crimp with a crimp cover. 
 
7. Open the jump ring. String onto the loop on the ring part of the toggle. String a charm. Close jump ring. 
 
Source: Check your local bead shop or contact Beadalon, www.beadalon.com. Wing charm: Tierra Cast. 
 
 
For more information visit www.leslierogalski.com  
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Leslie Rogalski 
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Vary the pattern
wth Swarovski
rondelles or other
accent beads.

crimp tube

Red and blue wires
are same wire, shown
in two colors to help 
illustrate how right
and left wires crossover
in each bead.
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